Books and Magazines

Broderie avec Lola (Broché)
da: Mango Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782842705817

Broderie avec Lola (Broché)
79 pages books with a lot of designs to start stitching.

Price: € 16.92 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Ours

da: Mango Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782842703295

Ours

96 pages books with a lot of ideas to stitch with any kind of teddy bears.

Price: € 12.72 (incl. VAT)
Le fil, c'est chic!
dai: Mango Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782842705473

Le fil, c'est chic ! : Bijoux et accessoires en coton perlé a 62 pages book (in French) with many ideas (clear explained) on how to create beautiful accessories and bijoux with cotton perlé.

Price: € 14.34 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Bébé
da: Mango Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782842707163

Bébé
a 79 pages book with over 400 motifs to stitch for your Bébé.

Price: € 16.15 (incl. VAT)
Cadeaux de Naissance

da: Mango Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782842707330

Cadeaux de naissance: A coudre, à peindre, à broder, à bricoler... pour fêter dignement l'arrivée de bébé

A 127 page book from Catherine Woram dedicated to many ways to welcome a new baby.

Price: € 23.50 (incl. VAT)
Une âme d'enfant

da: Mango Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782842707224

Une âme d'enfant
80 pages books by Sophie Delaborde dedicated to babies and to remember when we were babies.

Price: € 19.95 (incl. VAT)
Noël magique

da: Mango Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782812500312

Noël magique - Des centaines de motifs à broder au point de croix
Discover some unpublished patterns to celebrate Christmas with your family! Advent calendar, Christmas cards and other nice projects for both young people and adults.

• A hundred motifs for original gifts
• A variety of joyful colors
• 1 Advent calendar to create by yourself for a festive atmosphere.

Author: Sophie Hélène. Pages 72

Price: € 9.90 (incl. VAT)
Gravures de mode

da: Mango Pratique

Modello: LibFR-9782812500145

Gravures de mode.
A real trip in the past. Elegance, charm and tenderness in a cabinet full of delicate dresses. Cross-stitch your accessories, jewelry and cloths just following the instructions by the famous artist Véronique Engigner. At the beginning of the book you will find a lot of suggestions, tips and a special guide to the cross-stitch technique.
71 pages.

Price: € 9.90 (incl. VAT)
Fabuleux voyages

Author: Véronique Enginger
72 pages

Price: € 9.90 (incl. VAT)

Fabuleux voyages
All the elegance and the poetry of the style by Véronique Enginger for making you discover the past travels. A hundred motifs to discover some timeless voyages: the Orient Express, the Nile cruise, the Atlantic crossing or the discovery of India. A huge variety of motifs, voyage accessories, cardboards and pictures.

Modello: LIBFR-9782812500589
Comptines et chansons

da: Mango Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782812500718

Comptines et chansons: Des centaines de motifs à broder au point de croix
About 26 song of the French tradition all well illustrated and a hundred motifs made of sweet and pleasant stitches. Embroider these words for both children and adults!
Author: Perrette Samouiloff
72 pages

Price: € 9.90 (incl. VAT)
**Biscornus et pique-aiguilles**

da: Mango Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782812500626

Biscornus et pique-aiguilles : Collection de motifs carrés à broder au point de croix

Discover hundreds of patterns of squared motifs, of all sizes and styles which will be loved by embroiderers! Transform them into biscornus or pin-needles of all shapes. Just choose the model, follow the sewing instructions and spend some joyful hours in creating your own masterpiece!

Authors: Aurelle, Sonia Roy, Marie-Anne Réthore-Mélin and Perrette Samouiloff

72 pages

**Price: € 9.90** (incl. VAT)
Mer littoral

da: Mango Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782812500848

Mer littoral: Des centaines de motifs à broder au point de croix
What about having a nice, refreshing walk on the shore?
Colorful fish, underwater plants, sea birds and mammals: they are all perfect to be stitched on hankies, dresses, towels and so on. Just let yourself be enchanted by wonderful landscapes, little sea arts and crafts and the mirth of Summer holidays, while bathing with your feet!
Not just cross stitch: each double page shows a series of patterns, to stitch both pictures and accessories. At the beginning of each model you can find technical tips and suggestions, to craft your projects at best.
By Monique Bonnin, Véronique Enginger, Corinne Lacroix, Sonia Roy, Fabrice Besse
72 pages

Price: € 9.90 (incl. VAT)
Histoires de chats des centaines de motifs à broder au point de croix

Pedigree cats with their intelligent glance, or little, handsome rogues with their paws plunged into the fish bowl. A lot of "cat stories" to cross stitch, along with Japanese anecdotes! Each single page shows a series of patterns to stitch little pictures or accessories. The book opens with a series of crafting tricks and tips, to get to know everything needed to stitch at best.

By: Sophie Hélène, Sonia Roy
71 pages in French

Price: € 9.90 (incl. VAT)
Chocolat, thé, café

da: Mango Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782812500978

Chocolat, thé, café : Des centaines de motifs à broder au point de croix
If you love chocolate, the or coffee just be tempted by this selection of sweet ideas. Enjoy the pleasure to reproduce these little cakes thanks to savory charts. Embroider different types of sweet dishes together with tea pots and cappuccinos. Each double page propose a series of motifs to embroider pictures or little accessories. At the beginning of the guide, a lot of technical suggestions and tips to know more about cross-stitching.

Author: Véronique Enginger

72 pages

Price: € 9.90 (incl. VAT)
Au fil des saisons

da: Mango Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782812500855

Au fil des saisons

Landscapes, flowers, natural patterns ... Stitch all the elegance of nature, every day of the year. Belonging to the French series Nature in cross stitch here's a brand new book to discover, to embellish your projects.

By Monique Bonnin, Véronique Enginger, Corinne Lacroix

72 pages

Price: € 9.90 (incl. VAT)
Jolis abécédaires

da: Mango Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782812501241

Jolis abécédaires
Mini alphabets or big gracious letters, monochrome or full of color, of scandinavian or spring inspiration, you choose!
Create paintings, bicornu, heart-shaped pillows or labels ... to make a well appreciated birthday gift or just to embroid initials on a nice towel.
Author: Marie-Anne Réthoret-Mélín

Price: € 9.90 (incl. VAT)
Souvenirs de montagne

Mountain lovers, pick and choose from hundreds of designs, each one prettier than the other! Light snowflakes, treats to taste next to the fireplace, pine trees and snowy chalets, green landscapes and skiers in action! You will be seduced by the alpine flora as well as more traditional designs: what are you waiting for, take a mountain break!

By: Corinne Lacroix, Véronique Enginger, Monique Bonnin.
72 pages in French.

Price: € 9.90 (incl. VAT)
Couture & appliqués brodés

Modell: LIBFR-9782812501050

Couture & appliqués brodés : 35 projets pour créer une déco irrésistible !

If you dream of using with creativity your most beautiful fabrics, this book is for you! Embellish your whole house, from the tea cosy to the pillows, and transform your interiors into a universe where embroidery and prints mix together. All creations are clearly explained step by step and go with paper models. The techniques and the stitches used are all shown at the end of the book.

Author: Chloé Owens
144 pages in French

Price: € 23.00 (incl. VAT)
La passion des biscornus

Biscornus, pretty little object of all embroiders, together practical and deliciously decorative, is here suggested in all of his forms. Multifaceted, round or squared, to be hanged on a pair of scissors or to wrap around your wrist, this little pillows to embroid are true objects of passion. Quick and easy to make, they bring charm and class and make ravishing presents! Romantic, in lace or inspired by the Golden Twenties ... What are you waiting for, start your own collection!

80 pages in French.

Price: € 18.00 (incl. VAT)
Un brin de nostalgie

Fans of ancient images and objects: give a little vintage touch to your works! Enjoy stitching different designs that are full of nostalgia. So bring back on your canvas that old days atmosphere: bathrooms, workshops, but also school memories and seashore souvenirs, without forgetting the great inventions or the Paris of the Belle Epoque.

Author: Véronique Enginger
72 pages in French

Price: € 9.90 (incl. VAT)
Mon imagier rétro

da: Mango Pratique

Like the books for children, read for generations and generations, admire here more than 20 pictures where each letter is nicely decorated by some cute sketches. From the letter A to the Z, get fascinated by this childish poetry: little girls picking flowers and playing, boys having fun with their games and toys... Enjoy yourself and embroider these vintage scenes.

By Véronique Enginger

96 pages

Price: € 21.00 (incl. VAT)
Objets couture pour Bébé

Da: Mango Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782812501074

Objets couture pour Bébé

The baby is coming ... and together with it a whole world to create! From everyday necessary things to adorable apparel for your days outside, this book offers you more than 30 simple and practical projects. Accessories for bath and meal time, baskets: sew for your baby a lovely trousseau! A wonderfully illustrated work that will help you, thanks to the full-size paper patterns and detailed instructions, to give life to unique creations.

By: Sylvie Blondeau

96 pages in French

Price: € 19.80 (incl. VAT)
Le monde féérique de Tilda - Il était une fois...

da: Mango Pratique

Il était une fois... Le monde féérique de Tilda
Tone Finnanger got inspired by the fairy tales that rocked her
troughout her childhood to create many charming characters:
The ballerina and her loyal Tin Soldier, the Nutcracker,
Pinocchio, The Princess and the Pea, Bambi ... with theyr
poetical sweetness, these dolls and decorations will embellish
your interiors and will give it a magical touch. Discover more
than 50 ideas to bring back to life the most beautiful fairytales
of all times!

Author: Tone Finnanger
160 pages
ATTENTION: this edition is in French

Price: € 23.00 (incl. VAT)
Tissus addict ! Le carnet d'inspiration de la couturière

By: Sophie Hélène

144 pages in French

Price: € 24.50 (incl. VAT)
Motifs et compagnie

da: Mango Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782812500909

Motifs et compagnie

Proposing sewing projects, cardboard with fabrics and small jewellery, the two Eve sisters bring a fresh new attitude to the world of sewing! They will mix with style bright colors and cool patterns to create works with a real personality. 24 designs for yourself, your children or the home that will light up your everyday objects: shoppers for your groceries, table set, lunch bags, note books, etc ...

Authors: Léa Eve, Chloé Eve

96 pages in French

Price: € 19.80 (incl. VAT)
Serial Crocheteuses

da: Mango Pratique

Price: € 14.95 (incl. VAT)
**Au pays des contes**

da: Mango Pratique

Thanks to thread and needle, you will be able to recreate the beautiful world of fairy tales ... Snow White, Cinderella, Puss in boots, Alice in wonderland ... Rediscover wonderful heroes, princesses with wonderful dresses and the most gorgeous accessories ever. Stitch your favorite characters and create beautiful pictures with bright colors. Add a little magic to your children's room or to your home decoration!

Author: Perrette Samouiloff

75 pages in French

Price: € 9.90 (incl. VAT)
So British!

Fascinating and eccentric, Great Britain has always amazed for its fashions, traditions and legendary places: It offers to stitchers hundreds of designs full of charm: phone booths, buses, tasty treats to accompany you at tea time, little cottages ... Throughout the pages, go on a journey to Scotland and fall in love with its tartan and its peculiar folklore. Enjoy a sweet escape to Ireland where celtic symbols and colorful houses will surely to inspire you!

Authors: Véronique Enginger, Sylvie Teytaud, Corinne Lacroix

72 pages in French

Price: € 9.90 (incl. VAT)
100 idées déco avec les tambours à broder

da: Mango Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782812501456

100 idées déco avec les tambours à broder
Give way to the latest creative trend!
You have discovered them through magazines, window displays but also blogs: from now on, embroidery frames are essential to our decorations!

100 unique discoveries, of an elegant simplicity. Frame your most beautiful fabrics and learn how to transform them into an elegant clock, a Christmas garland, a pin cushion or even a trophy.

Stitching, appliqué, sewing, patchwork, crochet, stencil, silkscreen printing ... Any technique is allowed.

Add your personal touch by decorating the frames with masking tape, paint, thread, sequins and create lots of lovely accessories that will light up your house!

Author: Kirsty Neale
128 pages in French

Price: € 18.95 (incl. VAT)
Folklore russe

da: Mango Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782812501401

A true tribute to Russia! This book gives you the chance to stitch colorful traditions and decorations. Stunning Orthodox churches, big and small matryoshkas dolls, classical ballet dancers, red and blue motifs and much more!

72 pages in French

Price: € 9.90 (incl. VAT)
Mon atelier de fil bicolore

da: Mango Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782812502934

Two-tone yarn is the latest trend and can be used for many different works! Play with colors and create jewelry, accessories and objects full of life!

Easily make more than 20 different designs!

Author: Isabelle Kessedjian
32 Pages in French

Price: € 12.95 (incl. VAT)
Coeurs & mots tendres

da: Mango Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782812502941

More than 3000 cross-stitch designs for the stitching of hearts: timeless symbols of love and friendship! A book full of different projects: floral hearts, lace hearts, monochrome ... Author: Marie-Anne Rethoret-Amelin

72 pages in French

Price: € 9.90 (incl. VAT)
Ma fabrique de bijoux

da: Mango Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782812502958

20 jewellery designs for young women, explained with step-by-step pictures!
Poupée Rousse, jewellery designer, unravels her manufacturing secrets for the first time and guides us through the making of fashionable accessories.

Author: Sandra Lebrun
64 pages in French

Price: € 12.95 (incl. VAT)
Mes créations en laine

Modello: LIBFR-9782812502965

Learn to create your own wool accessories! Knit, weave, make big or small pompons and create designs that will complete your look! Follow Vanessa and take on her secrets to make simple works! Fingerless gloves, muffs, glasses case, a zip-up bag, ballet shoes clips ... go for it!

• 3 parts: “Knitting”, “Weaving”, “Pompons”
• More than 100 step-by-step pictures
• A reminder of the basic techniques and useful tips to start with

Author: Vanessa De Abreu
64 pages in French.

Price: € 12.95 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Le Langage des fleurs

da: Mango Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782812503009

Give out a special message by offering a pouch, a table set, cards with a beautiful floral motif.

Author: Hélène le Berre

96 pages in French

Price: € 21.00 (incl. VAT)
America !
da: Mango Pratique

Model: LIBFR-9782812501395

Recreate the hottest spots, famous monuments and more: buildings, casinos, but also canadian and mexican landscapes. Give an american touch to your bags and accessories.

Authors: Sylvie Teytaud, Corinne Lacroix, Véronique Enginger

72 pages in French

Price: € 9.90 (incl. VAT)
Mon atelier au fil des saisons à broder et au point de croix

Modello: LIBFR-9782812503108

Twenty designs that are a true work of art. Ribbons, first stitching lessons, and fabric samples to help you create practical objects: thread-holder, trinket bowl, basket for patterns and much more. Véronique Enginger gives us once again beautiful arrangements where haberdashery and seasonal elements mix perfectly!

96 pages in French

Price: € 21.00 (incl. VAT)
Echarpes & snoods au tricot

da: Mango Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782812503245

Face the cold with style and grace with these easy designs for everyone to knit, both beginners and experts.
36 projects for scarves, collars and snoods for both children and adults.
Author: Fiona Goble
128 pages in French

Price: € 18.50 (incl. VAT)
Friandises & pâtisseries

da: Mango Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782812503139

Hundreds of patterns that will make your mouth water. Cupcakes, pies, candies and much much more! Also included in the book, technical tips and tricks to know everything there is to know about cross-stitch.

Author: Hélène Le Berre

72 pages in French

Price: € 9.90 (incl. VAT)
Un air de fête

da: Mango Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782812503122

Celebrate cross-stitch all year long. Designs for Valentine's day, easter, Mother's day, but also birthdays and anniversaries. Give your loved ones an hand-made gift full of love with customized Christmas cards, samplers and more.

Author: Perrette Samouiloff

72 pages in French

Price: € 9.90 (incl. VAT)
Create useful and objects with your favorite fabrics! Cushions of all shapes, curtains, tablecloths, place mats and table runners: in this work you will discover how to sew these essential accessories for your home step by step. Thanks to the suggestions of the skilled author, these 26 designs, with detailed instructions and real-size patterns, you will renovate your *home sweet home* and it will be quick and easy.

96 pages in French.

**Price: € 19.80** (incl. VAT)
Point de croix rétro

da: Mango Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782812503443

from Véronique Enginger a lovely vintage universe to fully cross-stitch. Recreate the catalogue of a fashion house with fans, small jewelry, clothes and embroideries. Rediscover travelling by stitching baggages, trunks, boats and exotic landscapes. Dream and reminisce of the good old school days, the scents of the kitchen and pastry shops. 192 pages in French. Includes around 500 cross-stitch charts.

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
Vêtements de poupée

Modèle: LIBFR-9782812503283

All-year long projects for 20 dresses. Finally a good excuse to go back to playing with dolls: sewing for them cute little dresses for all occasions. Running on the meadow in spring, snow games in winter... Your dolls will be perfectly dressed in all occasions.

Thanks to the simple instructions and real-size paper patterns you will be able to use your favorite fabrics to create a fun customized wardrobe.

Dresses are adaptable to dolls measuring 33 cm.

96 pages in French.

Price: € 19.80 (incl. VAT)
Icônes de mode

da: Mango Pratique

The delicate and light style of Hélène Le Berre in a book dedicated to fashion of the 50s and their stars: the elegant Audrey Hepburn, the lightness of Brigitte Bardot, and Marilyn Monroe charm. An unavoidable theme among embroiderers.

96 pages in French

Price: € 21.00 (incl. VAT)
Monochromes et camaïeux

da: Mango Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782812503474

Colors and delicate lines, highlights and shades ... Here is a beautiful version of embroidery, guided by its colors, just like a painter's palette. Hélène Le Berre mixes and matches and plays with colors and shades, for an elegant and refined final result. Fall in love with designs of a majestic peacock, a snowy landscape or a couple of lovers ...

Author: Hélène Le Berre
96 pages in French

Price: € 21.00 (incl. VAT)
Fables, contes et comptines à broder au point de croix

Modello: LIBFR-9782215150503

The fox and the crow, the three little pigs, a walk in the woods ... Fairy tales from our childhood that you will love to rediscover thanks to the talent of Veronique Enginger! All the designs are thought to bring you back to your childhood, with their delicate lines and colors. Boxes, throws, bags to decorate your kids’ rooms. Add a little magic to your embroidery!

Author: Véronique Enginger
144 pages in French

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
Cartes postales du bout du monde en broderie traditionnelle

da: Mango Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782812504914

A wild tango in Spain, the busy streets of New-York, a tea under the cherry trees of Japan ... Fall in love with the each one of the seventeen countries presented in this work and go on a journey thanks to the delicate designs of Marie-Anne Réthoret-Mélin! Her colorful creations will enhance your correspondence, office and weekend bags! Say goodbye to those old impersonal postcards and keep in touch with your friends and family by sending them your very own hand-made post cards.

Author: Marie-Anne Réthoret-Mélin .

96 pages in French

Price: € 21.00 (incl. VAT)
Les Metiers

da: Mango Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782812504907

Les Metiers: Des centaines de motifs à broder au point de croix
Hundreds of designs to cross stitch by Perrette Samouiloff
Discover and embroider yesterday and today's professions! Aviator, baker, doctor, teacher, basket maker, fisherman, perfumer, hatter or dressmaker. A range of designs to embellish small accessories and more. Includes technical tips and tricks on cross stitch.

72 pages in French

Price: € 9.90 (incl. VAT)
Vêtements et accessoires pour tout-petits

Modello: LIBFR-9782812503702

Sonia, designer of the famous french brand Pénélope & Margaux presents 22 designs for kids’ accessories: from sleeveless jackets to sleeping bags, you'll find plenty of colorful and fun works with materials that are suitable for kids of all ages. Each design comes with its full-size pattern, pictures and step by step instructions.

96 pages in French

Price: € 19.80 (incl. VAT)
Tricot zen : 15 modèles pour lâcher prise et se détendre

da: Mango Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782812503719

This book gives you all the positive aspects of knitting with 15 simple designs such as a two-handled basket, an XXL throw ... Plus, 15 exercices for your own relaxation and well-being that you can do while knitting ... also, many step by step pictures and useful tips by the authors!

112 pages in French

Price: € 16.00 (incl. VAT)
**Apprendre le tissage**
da: Mango Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782812504938

9 step by step lessons with pictures to learn the basics of weaving: 11 designs especially conceived to learn the essentials and simple tricks to express your creativity. 80 pages in French.

**Price: € 14.95** (incl. VAT)
Passe-temps et récréation - à broder au point de croix

da: Mango Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782812503733

Enter the charming and vintage world of Véronique Enginger with this luxurious work. An ode to creative arts and a beautiful depiction of childhood innocence. Cross-stitch beautiful designs to decorate toy storage bins, trinket bowls, or pen holders …

Author: Véronique Enginger
192 pages in French

Price: € 27.50 (incl. VAT)
Apprendre la broderie contemporaine

You like embroidering but you can't master the stitches? With this manual, written by an embroidery expert, you will quickly and easily learn all the tips and techniques for basic stitches and you will embroider 12 trendy designs using a small loom and basic tools. Beginners will find the 18 step by step lessons especially useful.

80 pages in French

Price: € 14.95 (incl. VAT)
Carrés durables au tricot

da: Mango Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782317016813

A work from Denmark to knit beautiful and healthy towels and dish towels!
- Simple and original projects.
- An environmentally safe approach to eliminate all disposable towels and sponges in favor of long-lasting towels that can be used indefinitely.
Author Benedikte Neigaard Helle
60 pages in French

Price: € 11.95 (incl. VAT)
Carrés durables au crochet

da: Mango Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782317016820

A work from Denmark, to crochet beautiful and healthy towels and dish towels!
- Simple and original projects.
- An environmentally safe approach to eliminate all disposable towels and sponges in favor of long-lasting towels that can be used indefinitely.

Author: Benedikte Neigaard Helle

60 pages in French

Price: € 11.95 (incl. VAT)
Tour du monde à broder au point de croix

da: Mango Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782812504891

Discovering countries... by cross stitching! Hundreds of designs from every continent in a vintage universe. Baggages, boats, sea and exotic landscapes. Travel the world while stitching, visiting Asia, Europe, America, Africa. The works of Corinne Lacroix, Fabrice Besse, Sylvie Teytaud and Véronique Enginger will allow you to travel! In the beginning of the book you will find technical tips to create pictures and accessories to highlight your creations.

Authors: Corinne Lacroix, Fabrice Besse, Sylvie Teytaud, Véronique Enginger

192 pages in French

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Le petit prince à broder au point de croix
da: Mango Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782812504389

Enter the magical world of The Little Prince ... cross-stitch! Inside this book you will find all your favorite passages and characters of this wonderful novel by Antoine de Saint-Exupéry. Original and beautiful charts designed with love that will have you reminiscing your childhood. Plenty of ideas to flaunt these designs: plush toys, pencil case, measuring rod, throw, pouch, frame and more!

Author: Véronique Enginger
144 pages in French

Price: € 29.95 (incl. VAT)
Mon jardin potager à broder au point de croix

da: Mango Pratique

Véronique Enginger takes you on a bucolic journey among a vegetable patch. Fall in love with nature and its treats with these twenty designs. Redecorate kitchen curtains, shopping bags, notebooks with lovely garden-themed designs!

A true cross-stitch artist, author Véronique Enginger captures once again the essence of nature and its colors.

Author: Véronique Enginger
96 pages in French

Price: € 21.00 (incl. VAT)
Ecole d'antan - Créations à broder au point de croix

da: Mango Pratique

School is about to start and with this work you will create tons of wonderful projects such as book covers, photo albums and more. Make sure your kids cherish their school memories with these twenty vintage designs that will bring you back to your own school days.

Authors: Marie-Anne Réthoret-Mélin and Perrette Samouiloff

96 pages in French

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
My sweet home : créations à broder au point de croix

It's true ... there's no place like home! So why not make your home even cozier with these beautiful cross-stitch designs?! Wall hangings, bookmarks, throw pillows and many other accessories to bring more love to your interiors. Twenty beautiful designs to add a touch of elegance to your interiors!

Authors: Marie-Anne Réthoret-Mélin
96 pages in French

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
Jardin romantique - Créations à broder au point de croix

da: Mango Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782317018169

A romantic garden where couples can celebrate their wedding ceremonies. Give your contrivution to this unique day with the elegant pastel and floral designs by Marie-Anne Réthoret-Mélin et Perrette Samouiloff. Customize save-the-dates, ring bearer pillows, table accessories and photo albums. Twenty designs to fall in love with.
Authors: Marie-Anne Réthoret-Mélin and Perrette Samouiloff
96 pages in French

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
Welcome your newborn baby in a beautiful world made of unique works. Marie-Anne Rethoret-Melin and Perrette Samouiloff unravel a selection of beautiful designs to create while waiting for your baby to come along: photo albums, toys, bibs and much more. A must-have for all moms-to-be.

Authors: Marie-Anne Rethoret-Melin and Perrette Samouiloff

96 pages in French

Price: €15.00 (incl. VAT)
Beautifully decorated Christmas trees, Advent calendars, festive floral arrangements, mistletoe wreaths and Christmas cards: it's going to be an unforgettable Christmas! Twenty stunning designs to embroider, with tips and hacks to help you out! Silverware wraps, gift tags, photo album cover and much more ...

Author: Hélène Le Berre
96 pages in French

Price: € 21.00 (incl. VAT)
Agenda point de croix 2019 : Jardins fleuris

da: Mango Pratique

Plenty of flowers to embroider all year long! Discover a new chart each week and stitch the plants and flowers designed by 11 talented designers. A useful agenda with all recipes, news and events in needlework.

11 designers for 53 new models:
Aurelle • Monique Bonnin • Véronique Enginger • Sophie Hélène • Corinne Lacroix • Hélène Le Berre • Françoise Luthier Dieuzaide • Sylvie Teytaud • Marie-Anne Réthoret-Mélin • Perrette Samouiloff • Valérie Touzet

112 pages in French

Price: € 21.00 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

**Tricot circulaire**
da: Mango Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782317012716

Hats, mittens, socks, sweaters and more … Circular knitting is an ancient technique that this work explains in a fun and playful way! 20 modern and comfortable designs for clothes and accessories to knit yourself. Plus:
- An overview of the essential techniques and materials to use
- Easy and detailed instructions

Author Kim Chui
112 pages in French

**Price: € 18.00 (incl. VAT)**
Mon agenda couture 2019

Modello: LIBFR-9782317012679

365 days of sewing and planning too! An agenda that also serves as a manual full of tips and tricks to guide you through all year long:
- Weekly planner so that you can always quickly check your schedule.
- A monthly theme
- 4 amazing designs with paper patterns to download: a striped jersey, a coin purse, a trendy top and a must-have belt.
This year is going to be filled with creativity!

Author: Julie Bajic
144 pages in French.

Price: € 14.95 (incl. VAT)